Pro Scouting Report
#

Pro Position(s)

95

DE

PLAYER INFO
Prospect (Last, First)
DOB (Age)

Hayes, William

Scout Name (Last, First)

5-2-85 (32)

Petry, Nick

COLLEGE

YEAR – RD – TM

TEAM

Winston- Salem State (VAWM)

08-4-TEN

Miami Dolphins

Games Played

Games Started

134
INJURIES
KEY STATS
Height

Weight

6030

278

Tapes Viewed
BEST
WORST
PROJECTION

SCHEME FIT

CAREER INFORMATION
Games Won
Winning %

46

58

Positions Started Captain

43%

RE

No

2008-2015- N/A, 2016- Ankle (Week 4) N/A 2017- Back (week 12 IR)
2012- 3rd on the Rams in sacks as a reserve, 2016- 2nd on the Rams in sacks.

40 YD

10 YD

MEASURABLES
Arm
Hand
Vert

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

3 Cone

SS

Broad

Bench

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

2017: at LAC 9/17, vs NO 10/1, at BAL 10/26, vs OAK 11/5, at CAR 11/13
Hand Placement/ Timing VS Run, Lockout/ Leverage VS Run, UOH in PR, Competitive
Toughness
Pass Rush/ Pass Rush Plan from a 3,2,2i Tech, Ability to bend the corner in Pass Rush
Solid starter that you can help you win with his good ability to defend the run and his solid
ability to rush the passer aligned up on the strong side in a 9 tech, is limited in his ability to
slide inside and rush the passer.
Any scheme that takes advantage of his ability to set the edge of the defense and rush the
passer from the edge.

SUMMARY
10-year player playing in 134 games starting 46 games. His first year in Miami after being traded by the Rams.
First year with DC Matt Burke playing as a wide 9 technique in a 4-3 over front, used primarily as a reserve. Solid
Height and good weight displaying solid AA with solid balance, explosiveness, and good quickness/ speed. Solid
Pre- snap Discipline to not jump on cadences. Solid burst/ get off at the snap, out of a 3- point stance with his
inside hand in the ground displaying a good ability to shoot his hands out of his stance. Good run defender
displaying good initial quickness, strength, hand placement/ timing, lockout/ control, and mental process. Good
gap integrity vs runs with good ability to set the edge leveraging the ball and forcing the ball inside and staying
home looking for reverses. Very good against TEs vs run with his good process, strength, physical toughness,
speed, and UOH to reset the LOS. Good against Zone blocks to beat defenders inside and defeat Reach blocks
displaying good speed, initial quickness and strength to reset the LOS with good hand strength, timing, and
placement. Good against Pull blocks displaying good process and quickness to attack inside leg of the puller and
crash inside the block. Good ability to shed run blockers with good UOH to snatch and rip away from blockers.
Good ability to squeeze down Read Options plays with his shoulders and hips square to LOS in good position to
contain or chase down the ball carrier. Good competitiveness as he plays with an edge all game long not taking
plays off displaying a good motor/ pursuit with a good ability to play through trash. Good mental toughness
understanding key situations and doing the small things like bear crawling, not jumping offside, staying home
and pursuit for the better of the team. Good physical toughness to win 1 on 1s vs run or pass with his good play
strength and hands to impact plays. Solid Pass rush ability benefiting from playing a 9-tech displaying solid burst
at the snap and a Solid PR plan. Good strength in pass rush winning with his good strength and hand placement
with solid hand timing to push blockers out of position. Solid pass rush moves from a 9-tech displaying a solid
speed rip, two hand swipe, and inside rip. Good bull rush from a 9- tech with good hand placement, timing, and
strength. Good ability to sniff out screens displaying a good process, motor and pursuit to the ball. Good mental
process to get hands up when he can’t get to the QB looking for deflections. Adequate pass rush ability from a
3,2,2i tech displaying an adequate PR plan and body lean. Adequate ability to push the pocket when rushing from
a 3,2,2i tech. Adequate bend ability to avoid blockers and turn the corner in pass rush. Bottom line he is a solid
starter that you can help you win with his good ability to defend the run and his solid ability to rush the passer
aligned up on the strong side in a 9 tech, is limited in his ability to slide inside and rush the passer.

